
strong shallow, equator-ward flow at coastal stations that
often experience katabatic winds. The figure illustrates the
point for both the mean and total water vapor transports and
shows that a major error would be incurred (see table 2 also).
Lettau's (1969) paper suffers from this shortcoming. Second,
the mean moisture parameter, if it is either dew point tem-
perature or relative humidity, is not a true measure of the
average water vapor content of the air, which is given by j

MIRNY, August 1972
oo qV/9

POLEWARD I EQUATORWARO

a---a	 All Levels
300-

Table 3 lists values of the specific humidity derived in three
ways, and it shows that significant differences arise, par-
ticularly near the ground.

Table 3. Errors that arise when mean moisture content of air is
estimated from variables commonly available in climatic tables.'

Pressure	 % departure
level	q	qlq2C	(q2 -q)

(millibars)	(g kg-	 x 102
q

983	1.04	0.79	0.79	-24
850	0.85	0.73	0.71	-16
700	0.61	0.56	0.53	-13

I' Prof ile
Ii	 obtained from

levels usually
/	 given in
/	 Climatic
/ I	 summaries

An

'I
900 —

-4	-2	0	2	4	6	8	10
qV/g in seconds x 10

Profiles of the transport of water vapor in the north-south
direction.

Lettau, B. 1969. The transport of moisture into the antarctic interior.
Tellus, 21(3): 331-340.

Monthly Climatic Data for the World. National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, National Climatic Center, Asheville, North
Carolina.

Rasmusson, E. M. 1977. Hydrological application of atmospheric
vaporfiux analyses. Operational Hydrology Report No. 11, World
Meteorological Organization, Geneva, Switzerland.

Rubin, M. J., and W. S. Weyant. 1963. The mass and heat budget of
the Antarctic atmosphere. Monthly Weather Review, 91: 10-12,
487-493.

aData for Mirny Station,JuIy 1972.
bDerived the mean relative humidity.
'Derived from the mean dew point temperature.

This research was supported by National Science Founda-
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Cosmic radio noise reaching the Earth's surface is attenu-
ated in passing through the ionosphere. The intensity of the
radio noise at frequencies between 20 and 50 megahertz as
measured with riometers is sensitive to ionization changes oc-
curring at altitudes from approximately 60 to 100 kilometers.
Enhanced ionization levels, which caused increased absorp-
tion, can be produced in this height range by the precipitation
of magnetospheric energetic electrons. With the exception of
the work of Reid (1976) and Reid and Phillips (1971),
riometers have not been exploited effectively for studies at
high time resolution. Their major use in magnetospheric
studies has been in characterizing the temporal and spatial
features of relatively intense precipitation events on a broad
scale (Rosenberg and Barcus, 1978).
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A principal objective of the research at Siple Station, Ant-,
arctica, and Roberval, Canada, is the study of interactions be-
tween very-low-frequency (v1') electromagnetic waves and
the trapped electrons of the Van Allen radiation belts. Wave-
particle interactions on the Siple-Roberval field line, whether
naturally occurring or induced by VLF transmissions or power
line harmonics, involve discrete phenomena on time scales of
a fraction of a second to several seconds. Thus, it is very im-
portant to this research to have available continuous
measurements of electron precipitation (or a related effect) at
high time resolution.

As a continuous monitor, largely impervious to weather
conditions, the riometer offers some advantages not enjoyed
by other methods. But can absorption measurements resolve
precipitation time structures that approach. the time scales of
interest? To answer this question we have begun to examine
data acquired at Siple Station with a fast-response riometer
(0.25-second time constant) operating at 30 megahertz
(Chivers, 1976). The riometer data, along with the output of a
three-axis fluxgate magnetometer, are digitized at 2-second
intervals and written in computer-compatible format on mag-
netic tape as described by Lanzerotti and others (1972; 1977).
The initial examination of the riometer data included the
period 1-31 July 1975 when balloon measurements of
bremsstrahlung x-rays were being carried out from the con-
jugate region at Roberval (Rosenberg, 1976). The X-ray data,
when available, provide verification of the occurrence of
electron precipitation at the times of observed riometer ab-
sorption events.

Our search has shown that significant absorption changes
can be discerned on several different time scales with mag-
nitudes approaching the statistical noise limit of the instru-
ment (approximately 0.02 decibel). Here we describe briefly
one example.

The figure presents a 1-minute segment of x-ray,
riometer, and magnetometer data obtained during an
electron precipitation event composed of a large number of
microbursts. (See Rosenberg et at., 1977, for a description of
microburst characteristics.) Panel (a) illustrates the x-ray
counting rate of one differential energy channel at a resolu
tion of 0.1 second. At this time, individual microbursts (the
0.2-second-long spikes spaced from 0.5 to 1 second apart)
were occurring in groups separated by 5 to 10 seconds. The
same x-ray data are plotted in panel (b) as 2-second averages,
a reduction by a factor of 20 in time resolution. The riometer
and D-component (east-west) magnetometer data, both
limited in this event to the 2-second sampling rate, are shown
in panels (c) and (d), respectively. The total absorption at this
time was about 2 decibels above the normal quiet-day level.

It is evident when panels (b) and (c) are compared that
each increase in x-ray counting rate at Roberval is followed
by an increase in cosmic noise absorption at Siple. Absorp-
tion increases as small as 0.02 decibel are significant. Similar
magnetic variations also occur at this time. Their relationship
to the x-ray and absorption variations is a topic for further
study.

A cross-correlation analysis of the x-ray and riometer data
sets shows that the absorption pulsations follow the X-ray
pulsations by 4 seconds. Part of this delay can be accounted
for by the response time of the Siple ionosphere (for example,
see Reid and Phillips, 1971). However, non-simultaneity in
the electron precipitation at conjugate points may contribute
significantly to this delay. More complete x-ray and riometer

(a) ROSERVAL. 45-65 K.V X-RAYS, 0.1 SEC AVERAGE

1 7500 COUNTS/SEC

(b) ROBERVAL 45-65KeV X-RAYS, 2 SEC AVERAGE

SIPLE 30 MHz

11L 
1 0.05 DECIBELS

	

(d)	 SIPLE MAGNETOMETER, D COMPONENT

Jt7JJSF1JF11/11L

	

1017:00	1017:15	1017:30	1017:45	1018:00
UNIVERSAL TIME, 9 JULY, 1975

X-ray, riometer, and magnetometer data for a 1-minute Inter-
val on 9 July 1975. (Local time equals universal time minus

5 hours).

coverage in both hemispheres is needed to investigate this
point further.

Because of the sluggishness of the ionosphere, a close-
spaced sequence of precipitation spikes, such as in panel (a)
of the figure, will produce smoother absorption pulses.
Because of the sampling rate employed in this event, the full
response capability of the Siple riometer was not available.
Thus we cannot give an unequivocal answer to the question
posed earlier. However, it would appear that under certain
conditions, absorption fluctuations approaching the time
scale of microbursts may be resolvable with riometers.

As a step in broadening our study of conjugate electron
precipitation and associated phenomena we will install a
meridional chain of fast-response riometers in the Northern
Hemisphere at the locations of the Bell Laboratories U.S.-
Canadian magnetometers sites (Lanzerotti et at., 1975). In
future measurements, data sampling rates will be optimized
to the instrumental time constants.

The research at the University of Maryland was supported
by National Science Foundation grants DPP 74-01704, DPP
76-82041, and ATM 77-22937. Additional support for balloon
operations in Canada was provided by the Office of Naval
Research under contract N00014-67-A-0239-0033. Bell
Laboratories acknowledges the National Science Foundation
for logistics support for the Siple measurements and H.
Chivers for cooperation in the acquisition of riometer data.
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Precipitating electrons observed
from balloons launched near the
conjugate point of Siple Station,

Antarctica
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Balloons equipped with x-ray detectors were launched
from Roberval, Canada, which is the northern terminus of
the geomagnetic field line through to Siple Station, Antarc-
tica (76°S.84°W.), on 18 and 24 September 1977. These
flights preceded and followed the great magnetic storm of
20-21 September 1977. Because the scientific purpose of the
balloon campaign was to investigate the wave-particle in-
teractions that tend to occur during quieting intervals follow-
ing magnetic activity, no launches were made during the in-
tense part of the storm. This report summarizes the x-ray
data obtained from the two flights. Ground-based VLF,
riometer, and magnetometer data are mentioned as they per-
tain to the actual intervals of the flights. The X-ray instru-
ments are similar to those described by Rosenberg (1976),
which should be consulted for more detailed information.
The figure shows time plots of the 25- to 500-kilo electron volt
(keV) X-ray count rates for the two flights.

In general the 18 September flight detected little other
than steady cosmic ray background count rates in all differen-
tial channels and the integral channel. Limited, short-period
positive excursions were observed briefly. No magnetometer
or riometer activity occurred. However, VLF transmissions
from Siple Station and artificially stimulated emissions were
received at Roberval for about 2 hours beginning at 1353 UT
(universal time). During this time the balloon was southwest
of Roberval, in the sector from which Siple signals most often
arrive (Carpenter et al., 1976; Leavitt et al., 1978). However,
there was no evident indication of any association of precipi-
tation with the VLF emissions, possibly indicating the wave
particle resonance involved electrons of energy less than the
25-key instrumental threshold.

By contrast, the 24 September flight ascended into an
event already in progress, as can be seen by comparison of the
two flights' ascent curves (figure). Count rates several times
the background rate occurred in the differential channels, as
well as in the integral channel, prior to about 1100 UT.
Briefer count-rate increases occurred thereafter at 2- to 3-
hour intervals. Riometers and magnetometer variations ac-
companied the initial count rate maximum. Much natural VLF
activity (chorus and risers) was recorded at both Roberval
and Siple, but VLF transmissions from Siple were not received
at Roberval.

This research was supported by National Science Founda-
tion grant DPP 76-82041 and by the Office of Naval Research
under contract N00014-77-C-0423.

Several processes occurring in the magnetosphere act to
cause electron precipitation. These include large magnetic-
field-aimed electric fields that cause both quiet auroral arcs
and intense dynamic substorm breakup effects; naturally oc-
curring wave-particle interactions (involving very-low-fre-
quency "chorus"); and, theoretically, artificially stimulated
waves like those generated by the Siple Station very-low-fre-
quency (VLF) transmitter, as well. Siple Station at geomag-
netic latitude 60'S. and its conjugate point are ideally situated
for observations of all these effects. Bremsstrahlung X-ray
measurements from high-altitude balloons provide an effi-
cient means of monitoring electron precipitation at a location
of interest for extended intervals of time.
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